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In our everyday interactions as they unfold in real time, how do we do including? This article

examines a specific set of interactional moments when the potential to be included (or not)

recurs: when a newcomer arrives to some social scene where two or more already-present per-

sons are actively engaged in some activity and that newcomer displays interest in joining into

their activity. I show how arriving newcomers bodily display that they want to join into the pre-

present party’s interaction, and I analyze a key utterance-based practice that pre-present

speakers use to include newcomers into their interaction—the practice of previous activity for-

mulating. Through this practice, speakers summarize the activities or conversational topics in

which they were engaged before establishing copresence with arrivers, thereby making way

and making sense for them so they can join into their interaction. By showing that participants

treat pre-present speakers’ offers of formulations as preferred over arrivers’ requests for for-

mulations, I demonstrate that how speakers come to deliver these formulations implicates

social solidarity between pre-present and arriving parties.
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N
euroimaging studies of the human

brain show that the same regions of

the brain that become more active

when we experience physical pain also

become more active when we experience vir-

tual social pain—specifically the social pain

we experience when we feel excluded by

others (Eisenberger, Lieberman, and Williams

2003; Eisenberger and Lieberman 2004,

2005). Ample previous work demonstrates

the negative impact that feeling excluded has

on us (e.g., MacDonald and Leary 2005;

Twenge et al. 2001; Williams and Zadro

2005). As social animals, we human beings

have a fundamental need to be included—a

need to feel that we ‘‘belong’’ (Baumeister

and Leary 1995).

But, in our everyday interactions as they

unfold in real time, how do we come to be

included?

This article examines a specific set of

interactional moments when the potential to

be included (or not) recurs: when a person

enters some social scene where two or more

already-present persons are actively engaged

in some activity and that arriving newcomer

displays interest in joining into their activity.

Most of us experience this commonplace

phenomenon every day, if not multiple times

each day: Picture yourself entering a room

and immediately spotting two or more people

engaged in conversation—a conversation you

would like to join. In such a situation, what

concrete interactional practices can they use

to include you?

Previous research by Corsaro (1979) on

children’s use of ‘‘access rituals’’ in peer

interaction describes the strategies nursery-

school children use to manage a peer-

newcomer’s entry into already-established

and ongoing play (I will return to this later

in the Implications section). Earlier work on
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adult peer interaction, most notably by Ken-

don (1977) and Goodwin (1981), has iden-

tified bodily resources that already-present

or pre-present1 parties can use to do includ-

ing. Kendon (1977:179, 181) describes an

‘‘F-formation system’’ as arising ‘‘whenever

two or more people sustain a spatial and ori-

entational relationship in which the space

between them is one to which they have equal,

direct, and exclusive access.’’ The participants

face inwards to a small ‘‘o-space’’ that they

cooperate together to sustain, a space that is

‘‘not easily accessible to others who may be

in the vicinity.’’ When a newcomer or, to

use Kendon’s term, an ‘‘outsider’’ bodily ann-

ounces that s/he wants to join the pre-present

party’s system, Kendon observes that an

‘‘insider’’ may do a step-back to ‘‘expand

the o-space’’ and give the newcomer ‘‘access’’

to their established F-formation system.

Equivalent to Kendon’s F-formation is Good-

win’s (1981) ‘‘participation framework.’’

Goodwin (1981) shows how parties can nego-

tiate a participation framework, including

people or objects within their frame of domi-

nant orientation by shifting the orientation of

their bodies to communicate availability for

collaborative action.

This article complements and extends this

previous work by examining a key utterance-

based practice that I have found pre-present

speakers use to include newcomers into

their previously-in-progress and ongoing

interactions—a practice I call previous activity

formulating. In addition, this article provides

further detail about precisely how arriving

newcomers bodily display that they want to

join into the pre-present party’s interaction.

DATA AND METHOD

In this article, I present several key findings

resulting from a larger conversation analytic

research project in which I systematically

analyze how both previously acquainted and

unacquainted parties open their face-to-face

interactions across a wide variety of settings

(Pillet-Shore 2008). From the years 2000 to

2003, I conducted fieldwork in the area of

Southern California during which I gathered

a corpus of 41 video-recorded naturally occ-

urring parent-teacher conference interactions.

As a rule while working in the field, I set up

and turned on the video and audio recording

equipment as early as possible, usually before

each scheduled meeting began. Following

school protocol, teachers gave notice of my

study to parent-caregivers when scheduling

the day/time for each conference, allowing

all parent-caregivers and teachers who volun-

teered to participate to sign informed consent

forms well in advance of the start of each con-

ference. While analyzing this parent-teacher

conference data, I discovered that I had

amassed a collection of openings of parent-

teacher conference interactions. I subsequently

decided to gather more video-recorded data of

the openings of naturally occurring face-to-

face interactions in as many different settings

as possible so I could study not only how par-

ent-teacher conferences begin, but rather some-

thing much more basic: how face-to-face

interactions begin. Starting in 2004, I took

a two-pronged approach to gathering additional

data from diverse settings, simultaneously sift-

ing through several different preexisting data

corpora to which colleagues granted me access,

and going (back) into the field to gather new

data, this time focusing on gathering video of

encounters in private residences. Residents

gave notice of my study to their guests in

advance of the start of each encounter, and I

set up and turned on the recording equipment

before each scheduled encounter began.

As a result of this approach, I gathered a new

residential data corpus containing 26 video-

recorded encounters (e.g., parties, study

groups), and I searched through preexisting

data corpora involving 34 video-recorded work-

place encounters (e.g., restaurant cashier inter-

actions, meetings between students and

teaching assistants, hair salon appointments, in-

teractions between airport employees), and 40

video-recorded residential encounters (e.g.,

family dinners, poker parties, and other casual

get-togethers). My examination of over 78

hours of naturally occurring video-recorded

1 I am borrowing the term ‘‘pre-present’’ from Sacks’s

(1992) lectures of 1968 to refer to a previously present

party.
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data yielded 244 openings of face-to-face inter-

actions between English-speaking persons,

including parties coming together to socialize

(e.g., share meals, celebrate holidays, watch

television, play games) and do work (e.g., house

repairs, babysitting, discussing a health con-

cern, discussing a student’s performance in

school, discussing work experience, studying

together).

Across these data, participants are com-

ing together to do different activities while

inhabiting different social categories or iden-

tities (e.g., ‘‘host,’’ ‘‘friend,’’ ‘‘teacher’’), in

different places (e.g., homes, schools, offi-

ces). But all of my data involve parties

coming together: (i) in some private territory

—some territory to which they were granted

access (e.g., a friend’s apartment, a teacher’s

classroom); (ii) for non-chance encounters—

they are either prearranged, or the parties

expect to encounter specific persons or per-

sons inhabiting specific social categories;

(iii) for occasions of sustained, focused inter-

action. The present analysis builds from these

commonalities. I have observed participants

to use the interactional practices I describe

in this article across the many settings repre-

sented in my data set. To develop my analysis,

I closely examined 55 sequences showing

a newcomer entering a social scene where

two or more pre-present persons are actively

engaged in some activity and then that new-

comer displays interest in joining into their

activity.

I analyzed these data using the methods of

conversation analysis, repeatedly examining

the recordings and making detailed transcripts

of participants’ actions to discover and capture

in graphic form precisely what is said/done,

when it is said/done, and how it is said/done.

THE PRACTICE OF PREVIOUS ACTIVITY

FORMULATING

I have discovered that pre-present speakers

use the practice of previous activity formulat-

ing to include arriving newcomers into previ-

ously-in-progress and ongoing interactions.

Through this practice, speakers summarize

the activities or conversational topics in

which they were engaged before establishing

copresence with arrivers, telling newcomers

‘‘what you’re coming into.’’

Speakers display and project that they are

doing previous activity formulating for new-

comers by launching their utterances with

a regular frame which involves some person

reference, plus a conjugated form of ‘‘to

be,’’ (‘‘just’’), and then an –ing form of an

action verb:

[person reference/pronoun] 1 [conjugated

verb to be] 1 (adverb just) 1 [verb-ing]

optional

In Excerpts 1-5,2 arrows (–.) point to this

frame, and bolding indicates the entire previ-

ous activity formulating utterance.

Excerpts 1-5

2 A guide to transcription conventions is available at

the following Web address: http://www.asanet.org/jour

nals/spq/transcriptions.cfm. Data in this article also use

the British pound sign ‘‘£’’ to indicate smile voice, the in-

verted question mark ‘‘¿’’to indicate intonation between

continuing and rising, and the exclamation point ‘‘!’’ fol-

lowing an abruptly punctuated sound.

(1) [Parent-Teacher Conference 05]
01   T: ->  >We were just sharing: (.) 
02   T:    um: (0.3) Justin’s math:, ((T showing Dad document))
03 Dad:     ptch! °Okay,° ((Dad gazing down to document))
04   T:    Test.=

(2) [Study Group]
01 Mel: ->  We were jus’ ackshilly jus’ talking, 
02          (0.2/°about°) what we were gonna do¿
03          um or what you’re gonna say. So.
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THE WORK DONE THROUGH

PREVIOUS ACTIVITY FORMULATIONS:

MAKING WAY AND MAKING SENSE

When a newcomer arrives to a setting in

which two or more persons are already engaged

in an activity, the participants must make

choices about how they will proceed

interactionally. Goffman (1971:40) noted that

a set of pre-present individuals already engaged

in talk has a ‘‘conversational preserve’’—they

have the right ‘‘to have their circle protected

from entrance and overhearing by others.’’

Hence, as a newcomer arrives, pre-present par-

ties have choices about how they will deal with

their previous activity: For example, they can

stop what they were doing; or they can continue

what they were doing before the newcomer’s

arrival. In either case, pre-present parties can

choose to—or not to—formulate their previous

activity for the newcomer.

When pre-present parties choose to formu-

late their previous activity for a newcomer,

they thereby move to include the newcomer

because these formulations do two principal

types of work3:

1. they make way for the newcomer to

enter into the turn-by-turn talk, pro-

viding him/her a structural opportu-

nity to speak ‘‘next’’; and

2. they make sense for the newcomer,

preparing her/him epistemically by

naming and summarizing the activi-

ties that have transpired prior to his/

3 In Pillet-Shore (2008), I show how arriving and pre-

present parties use these formulations as the culminating

practice of the copresent opening sequence through which

they achieve social solidarity and interactional synchroni-

zation. Although this research (2008) and the present arti-

cle provide the first detailed descriptions and analyses of

these formulations, Sacks ([1965]1992:175–6), as part of

his analysis of a segment of talk from an audio-recorded

group therapy session, considers an utterance involving

a similar kind of formulation:

Joe: We were in an automobile discussion

Henry : discussing the psychological motives for

Mel: drag racing on the streets.

Sacks observes that parts of this collaboratively designed

utterance work to invite the addressed recipient to ‘‘come

into’’ the formulated activity/topic, while other parts work

to convey ‘‘wait before you jump in.’’ Though Sacks’s

instance is similar to the exemplars presented in this arti-

cle in that it shows pre-present parties formulating their

previous activities for an arriver, there is a key difference

between Sacks’s case and the data analyzed herein: In

Sacks’s example, the arriver is a newcomer to ‘‘this’’

group in particular and groups ‘‘like this’’ categorically

and thus is a person whom the pre-present parties treat

as needing to be socialized and initiated into how to

‘‘do’’ or participate in the previous activity. The data pre-

sented throughout this article, however, show arrivers

who are treated as already socialized into and knowledge-

able about how to ‘‘do’’ or participate in the activities they

are entering.

(3) [Parent-Teacher Conference 17]
01   T: ->                   [>Oh that’s horribl-=>We were
02      ->  just talking- he was jus’ saying that< Haley’s
03          .hh (0.4) having a: (.) ((T gazes to Dad))
04 Dad:     pt! ((Dad turning gaze to Mom))
05   T:     Not motivating. ((T gazing to Mom)) 
06          (.)
07   T:     Motivation fer scho:ol. ((T and Dad gazing at Mom))
08 Mom:     Mmhm, We’re having some problems.=

(4) [Thanksgiving 2001]
01 Jay: ->  =Ih- (.) Diane’s mother was just kidding 
02          >°us°< about thuh light,

(5) [Poker Party]
01   Brad: ->  [She was catching up to me in gin.=So it’s a good 
02             thing yer:
03   Gabe:     (Ah/Oh). 
04   Brad:     You’re he:re. ((Gabe visibly smiling))
05 Glenda:      ↑Hm hm
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her arrival and/or deciphering index-

ical aspects of the previously-in-

progress interaction that has tran-

spired since her/his arrival, thereby

providing the contextual resources

s/he needs to be able to understand

and participate in the interaction.

In designing their previous activity formu-

lations to make way for newcomers, pre-pres-

ent speakers address them to arrivers4 by:

i. delivering them as utterances designed for

an ‘‘unknowing’’ hearer/recipient (Good-

win 1979), thereby respecting the ‘‘con-

straint on telling’’ identified by Schegloff

(2007:38) that ‘‘speakers should not tell

recipients what they suppose (or ought to

suppose) the recipient already knows’’;

and

ii. displaying attention to arrivers by gazing

at and/or orienting the front of their bodies

toward them.

In addition to these two primary methods of

addressing formulations to newcomers, pre-

present speakers can also use lexical choice

(e.g., including some variation of ‘‘you’’ in

their utterances; cf. Lerner 2003) and/or gram-

matical construction (e.g., designing their for-

mulations to include B-event components

and/or as a first pair part of an adjacency

pair)5 as resources for addressing arrivers.

By addressing their formulations to arrivers,

pre-present speakers provide newcomers with

a structural opportunity to speak ‘‘next’’ (if they

so choose), immediately upon recognizable

completion of the formulation, hence making

way for newcomers to coparticipate in the next

‘‘slot’’ once the previous activity formulation

has made sense for or prepared them

epistemically.

In designing their formulations to make

sense for newcomers, speakers make choices

about which of their previous activities to for-

mulate and precisely how to formulate them,

much as do speakers choosing person or place

reference formulations (Sacks and Schegloff

1979; Schegloff 1972, 1997). Once a pre-

present speaker has launched a previous activ-

ity formulation for an arriving newcomer,

parties can choose to allow the initially prof-

fered formulation to stand ‘‘as is,’’ thereby

treating it as providing the arriver with suffi-

cient contextual resources to understand and

subsequently participate in the interaction.

Alternatively, parties can choose to operate

on the initially proffered formulation (or

formulation-in-progress), thereby treating it

as somehow insufficient or lacking in infor-

mation that the arriver needs (e.g., ‘‘factual’’

details, affective valence) to be able to make

sense of and merge into the interaction. Thus,

the way pre-present speakers design their

previous activity formulations inescapably

reveals what they know or assume about what

the arriver knows (or needs to know) about

the local interactional context (Pillet-Shore

2008).

Speakers can design their formulations as

moves to continue, or as moves to close

down the previous activity or conversational

topic. When moving to continue the previous

activity/topic, speakers work to promote sub-

sequent sequence expansion by using a fine

level of detail, and/or by including arriver-

relevant (i.e., arriver-involving, arriver-

attentive) components in their formulations.

In so doing, pre-present speakers produce

their formulations (and any corresponding

complementary body behaviors; e.g., see

4 Though addressing these previous activity formula-

tions to arrivers, pre-present speakers also produce them

sensitive to other overhearing pre-present persons, a fact

that becomes particularly salient when the speaker disag-

gregates members of the pre-present party by formulating

other specific individuals’ actions in the third person (e.g.,

see Excerpt 7, line 23).

5 Labov and Fanshel (1977) describe ‘‘B-events’’ as

declarative statements referring to an ‘‘event’’ about

which the recipient has privileged knowledge and thus

has rights to confirm or correct/reject. Schegloff and

Sacks (1973:295-6), and also Heritage (1984:246),

describe the adjacency pair structure as a normative

framework for actions that is accountably implemented,

wherein one speaker’s production of a first pair part utter-

ance initiating some course of action selects a next

speaker who should immediately produce the appropriate

second pair part.
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Excerpt 6) as invitations to newcomers to join

in as a coparticipant in the formulated activity/

topic.

We can see this in Excerpt 6. Here, pre-

present persons Teacher (T) and Mom are sit-

ting in an elementary school conference room

discussing Mom’s fourth grade son’s academic

performance when newcomer Dad arrives

starting at line 6.

Starting at line 21, Teacher’s formulation

utterances make sense of the perceivable con-

text for Dad by naming her and Mom’s pre-

vious topic and activity—‘‘sharing: Justin’s

math Test.’’ Teacher thereby deciphers the

indexical aspects of her prior talk addressed

to Mom (particularly her uses of ‘‘this’’ and

‘‘that’’ at lines 14 through 21) that Dad has

overheard since his entry into the room.

Teacher’s actions at lines 21 through 30 make

way for Dad to enter into the turn-by-turn talk

by inviting him to respond next regarding the

formulated activity/topic. Teacher addresses

her formulating utterances to arriving Dad

by designing them for the only ‘‘unknowing’’

hearer/recipient, and by delivering them while

displaying attention to Dad (orienting her

torso and hands toward him and gazing at

him).

Excerpt 6

(6) [Parent-Teacher Conference 05] (simplifi ed)
01   T:   So (it-) (.) you kin take that an’ sign it an’ share it
02        with yer husband (then/an’) re[tu:rn it.
03 Mom:                                 [Okay.
04   T:   This copy is for you, And this:: is a copy of thuh 
05        fourth grade standar[ds?
06 Dad:                       [((4 knocks at door))
07        (1.2)/((sound of Dad opening door; Mom gazes at door))
08   T:   pt! (0.5) >We have an< open door policy.=Come on i::n. 
09        (0.4)            
10 Dad:   Sorry for being layhh¿
11   T:   No probl[em.
12                [((door closes; T and Mom gaze down to table))
13 Mom:   [.nhhh ((sniff))
14   T:   [So this is thuh area, (0.5) because he miss:ed two 
15        outta that section. (0.5) This is thuh reason that 
16        this is checked¿ 
17        (0.4)
18   T:   But this also gives you: a breakdown of all fourth 
19        grade standards¿ ((to Mom))
20 Mom:   °Mmhm,° ((seated, Dad sustains gaze at documents on table))
21   T:   ptch! So. That’s fer you. >We were just sharing: (.)
22        um: (0.3) Justin’s math:, ((T showing Dad document))
23 Dad:   ptch! °Okay,° ((Dad gazing down to document))
24   T:   Test.= 
25 Dad:   =.nh °Seventy,° ((Dad gazing at document))
26   T:   Ye:ah. ((T gazing at Dad))
27 Dad:   O:h ok[ay.
28   T:         [>An’ so she asked about the two that he missed.
29 Dad:   Okay.
30   T:   No. £He did very well.
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Through the way she designs her formula-

tion, Teacher moves to continue the math test

sharing activity, proffering it in an arriver-

relevant way: ‘‘Justin’’ is Dad’s son and

thus Dad has a right and obligation to manifest

interest in his school work, particularly his per-

formance on important grade-level wide, tri-

mester subject tests such as this one. Teacher

simultaneously presents a document to Dad

that shows details of his son’s math test results,

thereby providing Dad with a fine enough level

of detail to enable him to participate. Dad

shows that he understands Teacher’s formula-

tion as having invited him to join in sharing

Justin’s math test with his next actions (at lines

23, 25, 27 and 29).

Whereas Excerpt 6 shows a pre-present

speaker moving to continue the previous

activity with the newcomer as a coparticipant,

Excerpt 7 shows a pre-present speaker mov-

ing to close the previous activity, thereby al-

lowing for the launch of a new activity

involving the newcomer. Speakers move to

close down a previous activity/topic by using

a gross level of detail, and/or by not includ-

ing arriver-relevant (i.e., arriver-involving,

arriver-attentive) components in their previ-

ous activity formulations. In so doing, pre-

present speakers interactionally constitute

the formulated activity/topic as ‘‘now

closed’’ (or ‘‘now closing’’) and thereby

make way for the subsequent launch of a new

activity/topic that all parties can participate in

from that point forward.

In Excerpt 7, pre-present persons Brad and

Glenda are playing cards with one another in

a storage room when newcomer Gabe arrives

at line 1. Brad addresses his formulation at

lines 23 through 24 and 26 to arriving Gabe

by designing it for the ‘‘unknowing’’ hearer/

recipient, delivering it while gazing at Gabe

(lines 23–24) and including a variation of

‘‘you’’ (‘‘yer:’’ at line 24; ‘‘You’re’’ at line

26) in his utterance (cf. Lerner 2003).

Excerpt 7

(7) [Poker Party]
01   Brad:  [(Huhwhy/OhHi). It’s: (.) Ga:be what’s his [name.
02   Gabe:                                             [ ↑You know, 
03   Gabe:   ↑You didn’t tell me they put up new ho:uses?=an’ 
04          changed thuh way i:n.=So .hh I kept driving around
.
.           ((9 lines omitted, talk of dropped soda bottle))
.
14   Gabe:  Yeah. .hhh! Um >I so I< kept driving ar:ound on
15          ro:ads.=I went- (.) places I didn’t know.= 
16   Dick:  =>Yeah in fact I ackshilly u::h pa:ssed it- He
17          ackshilly passed me once. 
18          (0.4)
19   Brad:  heh heh hah (Uh huh,)
20 Glenda:  Hi gu:ys, ((gazing at drink))
21          (1.0)
22 Glenda:  [(Excuse:)
23   Brad:  [She was catching up to me in gin.=So *it’s a good 
24          thing yer: ((*Brad’s eyes shift up to Gabe))
25   Gabe:  (Ah/Oh). 
26   Brad:  You’re he:re. ((Gabe visibly smiling))
27 Glenda:   Hm hm
28          (1.0)
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Brad uses his formulation to make sense of

the perceivable context for arriving Gabe,

summarizing his and Glenda’s previous activ-

ity by stating, ‘‘She was catching up to me in

gin.’’ Brad thereby names the activity in

which he and fellow pre-present person

Glenda were engaged prior to Gabe’s arrival

as ‘‘gin’’—a two-player card game. In so

doing, Brad provides Gabe with the contextual

resources necessary for him to be able to

understand how it is that Brad and Glenda

are sitting at a card table manipulating cards:

They have been playing gin while waiting

for expected others (including Gabe) to arrive;

thus they have not yet started to play the game

of poker (i.e., without Gabe), the activity for

which all those present have come together

that night. (Through this utterance, Brad

may also be working, via account, to preempt

Gabe from interpreting Brad and Glenda’s

card manipulation as a transgression—they

have not started the poker game without

him.) Brad’s formulation moves to close down

the previously-in-progress gin game by inter-

actionally constituting it as ‘‘now ended’’

because of Gabe’s arrival ‘‘he:re’’ (lines 23–

24, 26). Thus, Brad uses his formulation to

make way for the subsequent launch of

a new activity (e.g., poker) in which all the

copresent persons can participate from this

point forward. Through his change-of-state

token at line 25 and his visible smile at line

26, Gabe acknowledges that he is the ad-

dressed recipient of Brad’s previous activity

formulation, displaying his understanding that

Brad’s utterance has made way and made

sense for him.

The foregoing analysis shows that, when

pre-present parties choose to formulate their

previous activities for newcomers, they

thereby make way for them to enter into the

turn-by-turn talk, and they make sense for

them, providing the contextual resources they

need to be able to understand and participate

in the interaction. These actions acknowledge

and ratify arriving newcomers as full-fledged,

active coparticipants, working to welcome

and shepherd them ‘‘in’’ to the interaction (a

concrete empirical manifestation of Brown

and Levinson’s [1987] theoretical concept of

satisfying one’s ‘‘positive face wants’’—the

desire to be approved of and liked). And this

is one key way that previous activity formula-

tions do including.

Another way these formulations do includ-

ing is through what they spare newcomers

from doing (a concrete empirical manifesta-

tion of Brown and Levinson’s [1987] theoret-

ical concept of satisfying one’s ‘‘negative face

wants’’—the desire to be unimpeded in one’s

actions). By delivering a previous activity for-

mulation, pre-present speakers spare the new-

comer from having to ‘‘break in’’ to the pre-

present party’s talk, thus becoming vulnerable

to the possible appearance that s/he is ‘‘butting

in’’ and being ‘‘pushy’’; and they also spare

the newcomer from spending time as

a bystander trying to figure out—on her/his

own—‘‘what’s going on’’ in the interaction,

thus becoming vulnerable to the possible

appearance that s/he is ‘‘eavesdropping.’’

(Below, Excerpts 9 and 10 show newcomers

having to both ‘‘butt in’’ to the pre-present

party’s conversation and spend time as by-

standers trying to figure out ‘‘what’s going

on’’ in their interaction.)

What is interactionally significant, however,

is not just that a pre-present speaker produces

a previous activity formulation, but when that

speaker produces that formulation for a new-

comer. When and how pre-present speakers

come to deliver these formulations is impor-

tant, because this implicates social solidarity

between pre-present and arriving parties.

THE TIMING AND POSITION OF PREVIOUS

ACTIVITY FORMULATIONS

Pre-present speakers can come to deliver

previous activity formulations as:

i. offered—in first position, launching them

spontaneously as self-initiated formula-

tions; or

ii. requested—in second position (as second

pair parts), launching them subsequent

to a newcomer’s explicit request for

a formulation.
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But participants do not treat these offer or

request alternatives as equivalent, or equally

valued. Rather, parties treat pre-present par-

ties’ offers of formulations as preferred over

arrivers’ requests for formulations. I use ‘‘pre-

ferred’’ in the conversation analytic sense,

referring to systematic sequential properties

of turn and sequence construction through

which parties manage courses of action that

either promote or undermine social solidarity

(Heritage 1984; Schegloff 2007:59; Schegl-

off, Jefferson, and Sacks 1977). ‘‘Preferred’’

actions are characteristically performed

straightforwardly and without delay, whereas

actions that are delayed are termed

‘‘dispreferred.’’

When pre-present speakers offer a previ-

ous activity formulation to a newcomer,

they do so early and straightforwardly,

working to launch the formulation before

or just at the moment the arriving newcomer

bodily displays him/herself to be ‘‘settled

in’’ and thus ready to coparticipate and join

into the pre-present party’s interaction. But

when a newcomer explicitly requests a for-

mulation, s/he does so later, after some

delay.

Offers of Previous Activity Formulations Are

Done Early

When spontaneously delivering self-

initiated previous activity formulations,

pre-present speakers work to time the launch

of their formulating utterances early relative

to, or ‘‘on time’’ and synchronous with, an

arriving newcomer’s display of readiness to

join into unified participation in some next

activity. This means that pre-present speakers

start delivering their offered formulations

before or just at the moment newcomers dis-

play themselves to be ready to coparticipate,

bodily showing themselves to either be

actively engaged in preparing to settle in (Pil-

let-Shore 2008:29–34), or just about finished

settling in.

Returning to Excerpt 7, the video corre-

sponding to this transcript shows that, while

Brad greets Gabe and registers his arrival at

line 1, Gabe walks toward the table at which

Glenda and Brad are sitting, holding a paper

grocery bag in his arms. As Gabe launches

his utterance at line 2, he lifts a large plastic

bottle of soda out of the grocery bag (the

soda he drops after line 4). At line 14,

Gabe picks up where he left off (at line 4)

in his telling, continuing to remove snacks

from the bag he is holding. While Gabe is

still standing and moving about the room un-

loading groceries (see Image 7.1)6, Brad

offers him a previous activity formulation

(lines 23–26). Brad thus visibly times the

launch of his formulating utterance early rel-

ative to Gabe’s display of readiness, deliver-

ing it while Gabe is still unloading groceries

and bodily showing himself to be actively

engaged in preparing to settle in.

In Excerpt 8, pre-present persons Mike,

Ann, Melissa (Mel), and Miranda (Mir) are

sitting on an outdoor bench discussing an

undergraduate class group project when

newcomer Hazel arrives starting at line 09.

Melissa launches a previous activity for-

mulation for Hazel on behalf of the entire

pre-present party starting at line 23.

Excerpt 8

(8) [Study Group]
01  Mike:  =And while there’s: .nh pt! certainly some 
02         cosmetic su:rgeries that are appro:priate,=and it’s 
03         good tuh have a choi:ce,=it’s basically, (0.7) 

6 In this article, images are numbered so they corre-

spond to transcript excerpt numbers (e.g., Image 7.1 cor-

responds to Excerpt 7). Images thus do not appear in

numerical order.
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The video of Excerpt 8 shows pre-present

Melissa to launch her formulation while

arriving Hazel is still standing, just as Hazel

sets down the backpack that she has just

slid off her right shoulder onto the bench

(see Image 8.1).

Then, just as Melissa says ‘‘do¿ um or’’ at

lines 24 through 26, Hazel lowers herself to

sit. Thus, once again, this exemplar shows

a pre-present speaker visibly timing the

launch of her formulating utterance early rel-

ative to the newcomer’s display of readiness

to join the pre-present party’s previously-in-

progress (and now continuing) activity, deliv-

ering it while Hazel is still bodily showing

herself to be actively engaged in preparing

to settle in.7

Requests for Previous Activity Formulations

Are Delayed

Arriving newcomers explicitly, lexically

request that pre-present parties formulate their

previous activities for them by delivering an

utterance that seeks information—a first pair

part utterance that normatively requires a sec-

ond pair part response from a member of the

pre-present party. A newcomer can do such

an explicit request for a formulation by either

producing an ‘‘open’’ class (cf. Drew 1997)

formulation elicitation embodying no knowl-

edge (e.g., ‘‘What’s this?’’; ‘‘What was

that?’’), or offering a candidate previous activ-

ity formulation (embodying some knowledge

and displaying some sense-making inferential

work) for pre-present parties to confirm/cor-

rect (e.g., ‘‘Yer talking shit about me?’’;

‘‘Oh are you talkin’ about that (0.4) thing’’).

(See Pomerantz’s [1988] analysis of how

speakers incorporate a candidate answer in

a query.) Regardless of which form of explicit

request they choose, however, newcomers

deliver their requests after some delay.

Excerpt 9 shows a newcomer doing an

explicit request for the pre-present party’s

7 The video corresponding to Excerpt 3 shows a pre-

present speaker working to time the start of her offered for-

mulation to the exact moment that the newcomer starts to

display readiness to coparticipate. At line 1, just after pre-

present speaker T delivers a compressed commiserating/

stance-marking utterance moving to close the preceding

opening sequence with arriving newcomer Mom (Pillet-

Shore 2008), T rushes-through a transition-relevance place

(Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson 1974) so she can launch

an offered previous activity formulation for Mom, just at

the moment Mom displays herself to be ‘‘settled in.’’

04         um (0.3) it’s not gonna create any kind of new 
05         citizen. .hh An: in terms of intimacy:,
06         yihknow, thet- thet (0.8) °(y’know I- I-)° I didn’t do 
07         research on actual intimacy.=But I’m hoping
08         thet that’s what Hazel kinda does.=It’s- (.) 
09   Ann:   ↑Here she is,= ((Ann gazing at arriving Hazel))
10 Hazel:  =He:llo:,= 
11   Mel:  =He:[y  (Hazel,) ((Mel gazing at Hazel))
12  Mike:      [HE:y,=There she i:s.
13   Mel:  O:h. How cu[te, ((Mel makes room for Hazel on bench))
14  Mike:             [How ya doin’.=
15 Hazel:  =Go:od. >How’re you< guys,
16   Ann:  G(h)o(h)od¿[hh
17   Mir:             [°(They’re [shot)°
18  Mike:                         [Goo[d,
19 Hazel:                             [Good.
20         (.)
21 Hazel:  (We’re all here.)
22   Mel:  Yeah,hhh! ((standing, Hazel places her backpack on bench))
23   Mel:  We weren’t s:ure.=We were jus’ ackshilly jus’ 
24         talking, (0.2/°about°) what we were gonna do¿ 
25         ((Hazel lowers herself to sit next to Mel on bench))
26   Mel:  um or what you’re gonna say. So. 
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previous activity by producing an ‘‘open’’

class formulation elicitation. In Excerpt 9,

family members are gathering for Thanks-

giving dinner at a house. Betty, who has

recently arrived to the house after driving

an hour in traffic, immediately excuses her-

self to use the restroom. As she returns from

the restroom to the living room at line 6,

Betty finds pre-present parties Diane, Sarah

and Jay in the middle of a conversation, jok-

ing about the trouble Diane is having getting

a lamp to illuminate. But it is not until line

30 that Betty explicitly requests a previous

activity formulation by asking, ‘‘Wait.5

What’s this?’’—a full 15 seconds after she

has entered the room and re-established

physical copresence with the pre-present

parties.

Excerpt 9

Image 7.1. Newcomer Gabe (standing on the right) preparing to settle in—placing a bag of chips onto the

table—while Brad (seated on the left) delivers his previous activity formulating utterance (corresponding

to lines 24 and 26 in the Excerpt 7 transcript).

(9) [Thanksgiving 2001]
01 Diane: >I’m having a hard time with thuh light.<
02        (2.0)/((Diane gazing at torch lamp))
03 Sarah: It’s okay=You’ve got yer master’s now.So 
04        you’ll- eventually get it. ((Sarah gazing at Diane))
05        (0.2)
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Thus, Excerpt 9 shows newcomer Betty to

deliver her explicit request for a previous

activity formulation (at line 30) after a signif-

icant delay. But what is going on during the

time that constitutes this delay?

After Betty reenters the room, she remains

standing and keeps the front of her body

pointed toward the pre-present parties

actively engaged in conversation. Betty gazes

directly at Diane as Diane talks at line 15, and

then shifts her gaze to Sarah as Sarah laughs

at lines 20 through 22 (see Image 9.1).

In keeping her gaze and body oriented

to the pre-present speakers, Betty is bodily

displaying her readiness to join into their con-

versation. Applying Kendon’s (1977) analysis

here, during this time Betty is an ‘‘outsider’’

standing at the ‘‘Outer Position’’ and facing

toward the insiders’ established ‘‘F-formation

system,’’ using her gaze and body orientation

to ‘‘announce’’ her ‘‘wish to join in.’’ Thus,

during this time, Betty is visibly watching

and waiting. She is waiting for a pre-present

person to acknowledge her displayed wish

to join in by looking back at her and/or by

making way and making sense for her

through a previous activity formulation. And

she is actively watching and listening to the

pre-present speakers, apparently working to

figure out and make sense of what they are

saying and doing. This is time during which

she is also holding off speaking (or ‘‘butting

into’’ their talk-in-progress). Hence, Betty

visibly waits to launch her explicit request

for a previous activity formulation until after

she has displayed her interest in joining the

pre-present party’s conversation for a full 15

seconds.

06 Diane: Yea[h ((Betty walks into room))
07 Betty:    [°Ohhh!=That’s much b(hh)etterhh°=
08 Sarah:    [huh huh huh huh huh huh huh
09 Betty: =.hhh! [huh huh huh huh .hhh! huh huh= 
10   Jay:        [Go↑ od. >Lemme js open thuh door= 
11   Jay: =[so we can get through ((to Betty))
12 Betty: =[.hhh!     Much    betterhhh   .hhh    Ohh
13 Sarah:  [If you didn’t have yer master’s you wouldn’t be 
14        able tuh master thuh light.= ((Betty gazing at Sarah))
15 Diane: =There ya go:: ((Betty shifts gaze to Diane))
16        (0.2)
17 Sarah: There y[a go=That’s-
18 Betty:        [°That was much b(hh)etter°= ((Betty gazing at Diane))
19 Diane: =It’s an all pu:rpose degree.=
20 Sarah: =kh[hh!  heh  hah  hah= ((Betty moves gaze to Sarah))
21 Diane:    [(It       ) £electricity an (h)ev’rythinghh
22 Sarah: =hah  hah  hah  .hhh hh!   
23 Sarah: .hhh hh! [hh
24 Diane:          [I can’t-¿= ((Betty gazes down to coffee table))    
25 Sarah: =Is there a bulb in it.=
26   Jay: =She can throw knives now to:[o. ((Jay gazing at Diane))
27 Diane:                              [thh! hah hah= 
28 Diane: =ha[h ((Betty lifts gaze up to Jay))
29 Sarah:    [Sh(h)e can thr(h)ow [kn(h)ives now? ((gazing at Jay)) 
30 Betty:                         [Wait.=What’s this? 
31   Jay: .hh No:.=Ih- (.) Diane’s mother was just kidding 
32        >°us°< about thuh light, 
33        (.)
34 Betty: °(So)° <how’ve you be↑:en.°>
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Jay shows he understands Betty’s utter-

ance at line 30 as having done an explicit

request for a formulation with his utterance

at lines 31 and 32. Through his formulation,

Jay makes sense for Betty by summarizing

the previously-in-progress activity/topic. By

launching his second pair part response at

line 31 with a turn-initial joke � serious

‘‘No:.’’ (Schegloff 2001), Jay enacts a tran-

sition from the just-preceding non-serious talk

to what will follow and be ‘‘designedly ‘seri-

ous,’’’ thereby showing that he is moving to

close the immediately preceding ‘‘kidding’’

activity. Jay designs his formulation as a move

to close down the previously-in-progress topic

and ‘‘kidding’’ activity by not incorporating

any arriver-relevant or arriver-involving com-

ponents. Indeed, precisely because he is not

moving to include Betty in the previous activ-

ity/topic, Jay indexes his orientation toward

his use of ‘‘.�us�\’’ at line 32 as potentially

face-threatening to Betty by using sotto voce

and compressed production features—ways

of treating this part of his utterance as ‘‘deli-

cate’’ or as a ‘‘quiet impropriety.’’ Jay also

moves to close down the ‘‘kidding’’ activity

by using a relatively gross level of detail—

though detailed enough to allow Betty to

understand roughly what the pre-present

persons were doing, it is not detailed enough

to enable Betty to join in and expand on the

‘‘kidding’’ sequence. By treating the ‘‘kid-

ding’’ activity as ‘‘now closed,’’ Jay makes

way for the subsequent launch of a new

activity/topic in which all the copresent per-

sons can participate from this point forward.

Betty displays her understanding that Jay’s

previous activity formulation has both made

way for the start of something new and pro-

vided her with a structural opportunity to

speak next by taking the floor to launch

a new activity/topic at line 34.

Image 8.1. Newcomer Hazel (standing on the right) preparing to settle in—placing her backpack down

onto her target seat on the bench—while Melissa (seated on the right) delivers her previous activity formu-

lating utterance (corresponding to lines 23–24 in the Excerpt 8 transcript).
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Excerpt 10 shows a newcomer doing an

explicit request for the pre-present party’s

previous activity by producing a candidate

previous activity formulation for pre-present

parties to confirm/correct. Here, a group of

college friends are gathering in an apartment

to watch television together. While pre-pres-

ent persons Hillary (Hilla), Ryan, Charlie

(Char), and Doyle are discussing their recent

visit to ‘‘MJ Ranch’’ (singer/songwriter

Michael Jackson’s estate), Hillary suddenly

registers that one person she is expecting—

‘‘Lilly’’—still has yet to arrive. At line 6,

Hillary says, ‘‘"Whe:re’s Lilly that bi:tch:’’

at the very moment that Lilly starts opening

the door to the apartment to enter the living

room holding the pre-present party (the

video shows Lilly to start opening the door

just as Hillary says ‘‘that’’ at line 6). As the

members of the pre-present party each look

toward the opening door to see Lilly arriv-

ing, they break out into uproarious laughter

(lines 8–21), with several of them simulta-

neously pointing at Hillary and clapping,

visibly enjoying Hillary’s manifest embar-

rassment at having been caught in the act

of saying something derisive about arriving

Lilly (the ‘‘speak-of-the-devil’’ phenome-

non). Hearing and seeing the pre-present

party burst into this extended episode of

laughter, clapping, and pointing upon her

arrival, Lilly stops, stands just inside the

open door frame, and waits. Though Lilly ar-

rives at line 6, it is not until line 22 that Lilly

explicitly requests a formulation by offering

a candidate formulation of their previous

activity: ‘‘£Yer talking shit about me?’’—

a full 7 seconds after she has established

physical copresence with the pre-present

parties.

Image 9.1. Newcomer Betty (standing) gazing at Sarah (seated) who is laughing while sustaining her gaze

at pre-present Diane, who is located just off screen to the left in the corner of the room (corresponding to

lines 20–22 in the Excerpt 9 transcript).
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Excerpt 10

Lilly remains standing and keeps her gaze

and body pointed toward the pre-present par-

ties from the moment she arrives at line 6

through the moment she explicitly requests

a formulation at line 22. Thus, Lilly visibly

waits to launch her explicit request for a previ-

ous activity formulation until after she has

bodily displayed her interest in joining the

pre-present party’s conversation.

Pre-present persons Hillary and Doyle

show they understand Lilly’s utterance at

line 22 as having done an explicit request

for a formulation with their utterances at lines

23 through 26. Through their joint formula-

tion, they make sense of their uproarious

laughter, pointing, and clapping by summa-

rizing the previously-in-progress activity/

topic for Lilly. Doyle’s sequence-closing

assessment (at lines 27–29) then makes way

for the subsequent launch of a new activity/

topic in which all the copresent persons can

participate from this point forward.

Thus, the preceding analysis shows that,

when newcomers first arrive to an in-progress

interaction, they do not rush to explicitly

request that the pre-present party produce

a previous activity formulation for them.

Rather, they delay—and only explicitly

request a formulation if one has not been

immediately, spontaneously offered by the

pre-present party, and if other tacit techniques

for eliciting an ‘‘offered’’ formulation have

failed. This means that there is another, third

way that pre-present speakers can come to

deliver previous activity formulations:

(10) [Clover 4-21]
01 Hilla:                       [EXtra nose p(h)ieces an
02         w[hat have you=in formald(h)eh(h)yde heh heh!
03  Ryan:   [(Kin put)   formaldehydehh
04 Doyle:  ptch! No- an she goes,=>Do you reme:mber< when she 
05         goes=
06 Hilla:  = ↑W[he:re’s Lilly *that bi:tc[h:¿= ((*door opening))
07 Doyle:     [Um,                      [U:m.=
08  Ryan:  =Uhh![HAH    HAH HAH ((points at Hillary, claps once)) 
09 Hilla:       [HA[H HAH HAH HAH HAH HAH HAH HAH
10 Doyle:          [AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH! ((scream; clapping))
11  Char:          [HAH HAH HAH [HAH HAH 
12  Ryan:                       [.hhhhhh! huh huh
13 Doyle:  [AHHHHHHHHH! ((scream; clapping))
14 Hilla:  [HAH HAH hah hah hah=
15  Char:  [hah hah hah hah
16  Ryan:  [hah hah hah hah
17    ??:  [hLo(h)ok at youhh huh=
18 Hilla:  =[huh huh huh .hhh! huh 
19  Char:   [hhh hhh hhh hhh hhh
20  Ryan:   [hhh hhh hhh hhh hhh
21 Hilla:  =.HHH! HA:H HAH [HAH HAH .H  H  H  H  H! HAH= 
22 Lilly:                  [£Yer talking shit about me?
23 Hilla:  =HHAH hah .hhh! I was just like [ ↑where is Lilly=
24    ??:                                  [(No.)
25 Hilla:  =[THat bitch¿
26 Doyle:   [THAT bitch right as thuh door opened.=
27         =[That  was 
28 Lill?:   [Hhuh huh huh= 
29 Doyle:  =fabulo[us::. 
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iii. as a tacitly elicited ‘‘offer’’—in first-posi-

tion in terms of utterance-based actions,

but in second-position relative to new-

comers’ body behaviors.

Tacitly Elicited ‘‘Offers’’ of Previous Activity

Formulations

Compared to spontaneously offered previ-

ous activity formulations that are launched by

pre-present speakers early relative to, or on

time and synchronous with, an arriving new-

comer’s display of readiness to join into unified

participation in some next activity, tacitly eli-

cited ‘‘offers’’ of previous activity formulations

are launched after an arriving newcomer has

already displayed that s/he is ‘‘settled in’’ and

ready to coparticipate. Data show that new-

comers use bodily resources to markedly dis-

play ‘‘I’m ready and wish to join in and

coparticipate’’ as a means of tacitly eliciting for-

mulations from pre-present parties. The body

behaviors arriving newcomers use to display

that they are interested in joining include:

� orienting the front of their bodies to

pre-present speakers

� moving in closer toward pre-present

speakers

� leaning in the torso, head, and/or

arms toward pre-present persons

� sustaining gaze at pre-present

speakers

� doing ‘‘looking at’’ objects/docu-

ments at which pre-present persons

are looking

� doing sudden, punctuated head move-

ments (e.g., gaze shifts, nodding)

� producing non-lexical sounds (e.g.,

laugh tokens, sniffs, continuers).

These bodily resources appear to be

ordered serially such that, if an early one

does not precipitate a previous activity for-

mulation, a next one may be deployed as

a body behavior ‘‘upgrade.’’ Arrivers recur-

rently deploy such bodily actions in the fol-

lowing order (not necessarily using all of

these): first visually perceivable body actions,

then aurally perceivable body actions. These

actions seem to be physical, non-lexical ana-

logues to phrasal breaks (Goodwin 1979),

working as gaze-coordinating actions that

draw pre-present persons’ gaze and attention

so they might recognize newcomers’ readi-

ness to join in and then deliver previous activ-

ity formulations to ratify and include arrivers

as coparticipants.

We can see an example of a newcomer

using such bodily resources to tacitly elicit

a formulation by reconsidering Excerpt 6.

Just before Dad’s arrival, Teacher has been dis-

playing a math test result document to Mom.

Both Teacher and Mom gaze down at this doc-

ument until, after hearing the four knocks on

the door and the sound of the door opening

(lines 6–7), they turn their gaze to the door to

see Dad arriving. During the sound of the

door closing (line 12), Teacher and Mom re-

turn their gaze down to the math document

and lean in over the table between them, and

Teacher resumes their previously-in-progress

and now continuing activity with her utterance

starting at line 14. During this time, the video

shows Dad walking to the table at which

Mom and Teacher are sitting.

By the time Teacher says ‘‘two’’ at line 14,

Dad is standing near the table with the front of

his body oriented toward Teacher and Mom,

gazing at the math document to which

Teacher is pointing and directing Mom’s

attention. As Dad touches the chair where he

is about to sit, he stops, pausing before sitting

to first display that he is sustaining his gaze

toward the math document on the table at

which Teacher and Mom are looking (Image

6.1). This is an instance of Kendon’s

(1977:199) observation that ‘‘it is characteris-

tic for outsiders to stop in such a position prior

to entry,’’ for ‘‘[a]n outsider only becomes

a member of an existing system through coop-

erative action between himself and members

of the existing system.’’ As Dad slides the

chair backward, he continues to hold his gaze

on that document and toward the current

speaker, Teacher.

As Dad lowers himself to sit in the chair,

he looks directly at the math document

Teacher is showing Mom, and then he moves

in closer, leaning in over the table (Image
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6.2), thereby markedly displaying his readi-

ness and interest in joining Mom and Teach-

er’s activity.

Once Dad is seated, he leans his torso in

even further toward Teacher, continuing to

gaze at the math document that Teacher is

presenting to Mom. Then, just as Teacher

launches her upshot utterance at line 21,

Dad visibly upgrades his display of readiness

to coparticipate, doing ‘‘looking at’’ the docu-

ments Teacher and Mom are sharing by doing

a marked left-to-right head movement across

the documents while he leans his torso in even

further over the table (Image 6.3).

These bodily movements by Dad work to

attract Teacher’s attention. It is just after

Dad does the marked left-to-right head move-

ment described above that Teacher launches

her previous activity formulation, ‘‘.We

were just sharing: (.) um: (0.3) Justin’s

math:’’, thereby indexing her recognition of

Dad’s displays that he is ready and wishes to

join their math test discussion. Thus, Teacher

comes to deliver her formulation in first-posi-

tion in terms of utterance-based actions, but in

second-position relative to the newcomer’s

bodily actions.

Perhaps more so than in previous exem-

plars showing newcomers encountering pre-

present parties engaged in casual, purely

social interactions (e.g. Excerpts 7, 9, and

10), an exemplar such as Excerpt 6 that shows

a newcomer encountering pre-present persons

engaged in a kind of institutional, work-

focused interaction might occasion a question

for some readers: Does the pre-present party

really have a choice about whether they for-

mulate their previous activity for the new-

comer? Does Teacher really have the option

to not formulate her and Mom’s math test

sharing activity for Dad? The short answer

to this question is yes.

As one of the two parents of the student

being discussed, Dad is of course an invited

Image 6.1. Dad standing (on the right) with the front of his body oriented toward Teacher (seated on the

left) and Mom (seated on the right), sustaining his gaze at the math test result document on the table to

which Teacher is pointing and directing Mom’s attention (corresponding to lines 15–16 in the Excerpt 6

transcript).
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participant to this conference (though it is not

clear if Teacher and Mom are expecting Dad

to arrive; see lines 1–2). As such, he certainly

has the right to expect both that he will be

granted admission to the conference room

(which he is at lines 6–8), and that he will

be granted access to the other participants,

Mom and Teacher (which he is through their

greeting exchange at lines 6–11). But Dad is

by no means guaranteed a previous activity

formulation reporting on the details of one

or many of the different things Mom and

Teacher have been doing during their interac-

tion preceding his arrival.

Because Teacher is operating under exter-

nal time constraints,8 she could simply choose

to fold Dad into their interaction from this

point onward, preserving the forward move-

ment of the conference agenda. Or she can

backtrack, choosing to formulate what she

and Mom have been doing. But there is a vast

array of different possible formulations she

could deploy. She has choices about how far

back she reaches into their preceding interac-

tion (e.g., she could design a formulation that

summarizes everything she and Mom have

discussed since the beginning of their interac-

tion, or only the immediately preceding topic),

and how general or detailed she is in her

formulation.

Because Mom and Dad are cohabiting pa-

rents, Teacher expects that Mom will share

information from the conference with Dad

after this conference ends—an expectation

she articulates at lines 1 and 2. Teacher thus

Image 6.2. Dad lowering himself to sit, moving in closer, and looking directly at the math document (cor-

responding to line 18 in the Excerpt 6 transcript).

8 Teacher has scheduled several of these conferences

back-to-back on this day, allocating a 30-minute time slot

for each (including transitions). Placing additional pres-

sure on this limited time is the fact that Teacher has

a new report card—involving a brand new system of grad-

ing students—to present and explain to parents. Thus,

Teacher is observably watching the clock, sensitive to

the scheduled start time of her next conference and the

waiting parents standing outside the door. She cannot,

therefore, afford the time to rehash for Dad everything

she has discussed with Mom prior to his arrival.
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has the right to expect that, once she has

reached the end of her discussion about the

student’s math test with Mom (a topic she

moves to close by saying ‘‘So. That’s fer

you.’’ at line 21), she can move on to the next

conference agenda item. But because Dad so

visibly, assertively displays his interest in

being brought up to speed on that math test,

Teacher hearably backtracks at lines 21-30,

inhibiting the forward movement of the con-

ference agenda to deliver this previous activ-

ity formulation for Dad.

The foregoing close examination of video

data reveals that, after newcomers arrive to

an in-progress interaction, they do not rush to

explicitly request that the pre-present party

produce a previous activity formulation for

them. Rather, they use tacit bodily resources

to try to elicit an offered formulation from

the pre-present party when one has not been

forthcoming. Excerpt 6 provides a successful

case—where the newcomer’s bodily displays

conveying ‘‘I’m ready and I wish to join’’

succeed at tacitly eliciting an offered previous

activity formulation from a member of the pre-

present party. Excerpts 9 and 10, however,

show these bodily displays failing to elicit an

offered previous activity formulation from

the pre-present party—and in both of these

cases, the newcomer ultimately resorts to issu-

ing an explicit request for a formulation.

Newcomers’ use of these tacit bodily resour-

ces first to try to elicit an offered formulation

from the pre-present party (before delivering

an explicit request) is further evidence of par-

ties’ orientation to the preference for pre-

present speakers’ offers of formulations over

arrivers’ requests for formulations.

So why are pre-present speakers’ offers of

formulations preferred? And why are ar-

rivers’ requests for formulations dispreferred?

A first reason involves the conversation ana-

lytic observation that, in accomplishing the

transfer of something of value from one person

to another, there is a general preference for of-

fers over requests (Schegloff 2007:82). We

Image 6.3. Dad moving his head sharply left-to-right and leaning in further toward documents on table as

Teacher says, ‘‘That’s fer you.’’ (line 21).
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usually think the phrase ‘‘something of value’’

refers to tangible, material goods and services:

a loan of money, a ride, the last piece of pie.

The research embodied by this article suggests

we should also recognize and appreciate pre-

present speakers’ first-positioned previous

activity formulations as offers of something of

value, and correlatively recognize newcomers’

explicit utterance-based actions seeking infor-

mation about the pre-present party’s previous

activity as requests for something of value.

Second, recall Goffman’s (1971:40) obser-

vation, echoed by Kendon’s (1977) work,

that a set of pre-present individuals already

engaged in talk has the right ‘‘to have their cir-

cle protected from entrance and overhearing

by others.’’ Thus, when pre-present speakers

offer a previous activity formulation to a new-

comer, they are thereby including newcomers

by inviting them to join into their ‘‘ecological

huddle’’ (Goffman 1963:95). But when a new-

comer explicitly requests a formulation, it is as

if that newcomer is inviting him/herself into

someone else’s conversation, thereby running

the risk of appearing ‘‘pushy.’’

As social animals, we human beings have

a fundamental need to be included—a need to

feel that we ‘‘belong’’ (Baumeister and Leary

1995). To feel like we belong, we need to feel

invited in by others, included by others. This

article demonstrates that a key way we do

‘‘including’’ in our everyday interactions is by

offering previous activity formulations.

IMPLICATIONS FOR OTHER RESEARCH

These findings have implications for other

research. First, although this study focuses

upon how adults manage the process of merging

peer newcomers into previously-in-progress and

ongoing interactions, its findings shed new light

on work describing how children manage this

same process. In an influential paper examining

how children gain interpersonal access to one

another’s previously-in-progress and ongoing

play activities in settings where adults are not

present or are not continually available to ensure

access (e.g., playgrounds, nursery schools), Cor-

saro (1979) observes that child-newcomers

attempting access rely on and apparently favor

‘‘indirect’’ and ‘‘non-verbal access strategies’’

over ‘‘more direct verbal access strategies.’’

For example, child-newcomers favor entering

into and then circling the area where an interac-

tion is underway over issuing explicit ‘‘verbal

requests’’ for access or ‘‘questioning’’ the partic-

ipants (e.g., ‘‘What ya doing?’’). This finding

about children’s peer interactional behavior

clearly resonates with the present study’s find-

ing that, after adult-newcomers arrive to an in-

progress adult interaction, they do not immedi-

ately use ‘‘direct verbal access strategies’’—

they do not rush to ‘‘question’’ or otherwise

‘‘explicitly request’’ that members of the pre-

present party produce a previous activity for-

mulation for them. Rather, adult-newcomers

systematically use non-verbal, bodily resources

(e.g., gazing at and moving in closer toward the

pre-present party) first to markedly display ‘‘I

wish to coparticipate’’ as a means of tacitly

eliciting an ‘‘offered’’ formulation (i.e.,

‘‘access’’). Though Corsaro notes that, at the

time of his study, no ‘‘adult model for access’’

existed that ‘‘could be used for comparative

purposes’’ (1979:330), he asserts that direct,

verbal access strategies are more ‘‘adult-like

(at least based on my adult intuition)’’

(1979:323, emphasis added). As a result, he

suggests that children’s ‘‘infrequent use of

more direct, verbal access strategies’’ is indica-

tive of their lack of ‘‘communicative com-

petence.’’ The present study casts doubt on

this suggestion, however, because of what it re-

veals about how fully socialized and ‘‘commu-

nicatively competent’’ adults manage the

process of merging newcomers into pre-

viously-in-progress and ongoing interactions—

treating explicit, verbal requests for access as

dispreferred.

In addition, the present study has implica-

tions for researchers interested in examining

how participants in any setting (including

everyday work settings) integrate newcomers.

These findings are relevant for understanding

how participants achieve inclusion and ‘‘be-

longing’’—for example, in the case of glob-

ally distributed work teams (Newell, David,

and Chand 2007), how team members at

one worksite can go about integrating a

team member visiting from another worksite
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so as to achieve a cohesive team unit. These

findings are also relevant for researchers

working on the ‘‘human into-the-loop’’ prob-

lem (Endsley and Kiris 1995)—how to bring

newcomers ‘‘up to speed’’ on a current state-

of-affairs so they can participate from that

point onward. For example, the present

study’s findings may have bearing on ‘‘shift

handoff’’ research—studies of situations that

recur in work settings such as medical care

and aviation maintenance where a task or

problem endures longer than a single eight-

hour shift and about-to-depart workers (e.g.,

physicians, nurses; aircraft maintenance tech-

nicians) must formulate state-of-affairs infor-

mation for arriving workers (e.g., Ekman and

Segesten 1995).

Finally, this study identifies and analyzes

a phenomenon that is very likely connected

to a generic or universal human interactional

problem: How do already-present persons

engaged in some activity include newcomers

into their interaction? Participants in my

data set work to solve this problem through

the practice of previous activity formulating,

including newcomers by making way and

making sense for them so they can join into

their interaction. Subsequent research should

investigate how people interacting in various

societies and cultures using various languages

solve this fundamental problem (e.g., follow-

ing up on Basso’s [1970, 1979] studies of

the Western Apache).

DISCUSSION

At the beginning of this article, I asked you

to picture yourself entering a room and spotting

two or more pre-present people engaged in

a conversation that you would like to join. I

then immediately went on to consider the con-

crete interactional practices that they could use

to include you. But it is important to recognize

that, in such a situation, those pre-present per-

sons are under no obligation to do anything at

all to include you. As mentioned earlier, Goff-

man suggests that such a set of pre-present in-

dividuals has a ‘‘conversational preserve’’—

they have the right ‘‘to have their circle pro-

tected from entrance and overhearing by

others’’ (Goffman 1971:40). And Kendon

(1977) observes that an ‘‘outsider’’ must wait

for the pre-present party’s ratification to

become a member of their existing system.

This is why pre-present parties need not

(and regularly do not) apologize nor account

for their lack of delivery of a previous acti-

vity formulation after a newcomer has explic-

itly requested one: It is not as though they

broke a rule by not doing so. Rather, as Goff-

man and Kendon’s work suggests, the pre-

present party is entitled to defend and protect

their conversational territory from entrance

by newcomers. In fact, the only instance I

have of a participant apologizing and accoun-

ting during a previous activity formulation

sequence shows an arriving newcomer to

apologize and account for her explicit request

for a formulation—further evidence of the fact

that it is the explicit request for a previous

activity formulation that is dispreferred.

In other words, a set of pre-present persons

actively engaged in some activity is entitled

to protect their conversational huddle from

entrance by arriving newcomers by:

i. not physically opening themselves up to the

newcomer, thereby ‘‘excluding’’ him/her

from their ‘‘frame of dominant orientation’’

(Goodwin 1981); and/or

ii. not delivering a previous activity formula-

tion for the arriving newcomer.

There is, of course, a critical difference

between members of a conversational huddle

on the one hand not offering a newcomer a pre-

vious activity formulation and, on the other

hand, doing work to actively block a new-

comer’s entry into their interaction. In my data

set, I have zero instances of the latter—where

a newcomer verbally requests a previous activ-

ity formulation from a set of pre-present per-

sons actively engaged in some activity (after

non-verbal, bodily attempts to elicit an offered

formulation have failed), to which the members

of the pre-present party respond by actively

working to block that newcomer’s entry into

their interaction (e.g., by collectively turning

their backs on or walking away from the new-

comer and specifically refusing to make way or
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make sense for that newcomer). Is this a limita-

tion of my data set? Or is this a testament to

how rare an occurrence this is in everyday adult

social life—one that involved parties work to

avoid? Parties can subtly collaborate to prevent

such an occurrence from happening: For exam-

ple, a set of pre-present persons may choose to

not physically open up their huddle to a new-

comer who is bodily displaying from some dis-

tance that s/he wants to join them, in which

case that newcomer can ‘‘take the hint’’ and

promptly recalibrate his/her body’s vector so

as to move on without ever completing an

approach to that pre-present party, thus pre-

cluding the possibility of rejection.

In the face of a newcomer’s tacit and

explicit requests to join a pre-present party’s

interaction, should the pre-present members

choose to insist upon their right to protect

their conversational huddle from entrance by

that newcomer, they would thereby be choos-

ing to openly exclude him/her, thereby

‘‘denying the worth’’ (Goffman 1971:66) of

that newcomer—a deeply ‘‘face-threatening’’

action (Goffman 1967).

A wealth of social psychological literature

suggests that, when we perceive that others are

not including us, we feel rejected, left out,

isolated, ignored, unworthy, unwanted and

excluded—feelings that hurt (Eisenberger

et al. 2003; Eisenberger and Lieberman 2005;

MacDonald and Leary 2005). But such feelings

are endpoints, results of some preceding interac-

tional and inferential (sense-making) process.

So how do we come to feel these things?

Conversation analytic research shows that,

when a participant orients to an interactional

moment as one in which other coparticipants

should or could have done something in par-

ticular, and then finds that they do not do that

particular thing, that person will regard that

thing as missing and will search for reasons

why (a version of the perennial ‘‘Why that

now?’’ question described by Schegloff and

Sacks [1973:299] and Schegloff [2007:2]).

Thus, if a person arrives to some social scene

where two or more already-present persons

are actively engaged in some activity and,

after displaying interest in joining into their

activity, that arriving newcomer finds that

the pre-present party does not move to

include her/him, that newcomer will search

for a reason why—a search that is liable to

lead to a cascade of negative inferences

(e.g., because ‘‘they don’t like me,’’ or

because ‘‘I’m a woman,’’ or because ‘‘I’m

white,’’ or because ‘‘they think I’m cheap,’’

etc.). And each of these negative inferences

poses a threat to the newcomer’s ‘‘face.’’9

During the interactional moments when

what hangs in the balance is whether or not

the pre-present parties will produce a previous

activity formulation to and for the newcomer,

part of what is at stake is whether or not they

will do something to avoid excluding and

denying the worth of the newcomer. In addi-

tion to this, however, what is also ‘‘on the

line’’ is whether or not they will do something

to actively include and affirm the worth (or

face) of the newcomer.

And this is precisely what the practice of

previous activity formulating allows pre-pres-

ent persons to do. When a pre-present speaker

makes way and makes sense for an arriving

newcomer through the practice of previous

activity formulating, they thereby deploy

a key resource for doing including—a critical

component of parties’ work to maintain their

social relationships by affirming ‘‘face’’

(Goffman 1967) and supporting social solidar-

ity (Heritage 1984).
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